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1 Solve the inequality�4x + 3� > �x �. [4]

2 It is given that ln�y + 1� − ln y = 1+ 3 lnx. Expressy in terms ofx, in a form not involving logarithms.
[4]

3 Solve the equation tan 2x = 5 cotx, for 0Å < x < 180Å. [5]

4 (i) Express�ï3� cosx + sinx in the formR cos�x − !�, whereR > 0 and 0< ! < 1
20, giving the exact

values ofR and!. [3]

(ii) Hence show that

Ô
1
20

1
60

1
�
�ï3� cosx + sinx

�2 dx = 1
4ï3. �4�

5 The polynomial 8x3 + ax2 + bx + 3, wherea andb are constants, is denoted by p�x�. It is given that
�2x + 1� is a factor of p�x� and that when p�x� is divided by�2x − 1� the remainder is 1.

(i) Find the values ofa andb. [5]

(ii) Whena andb have these values, find the remainder when p�x� is divided by 2x2 − 1. [3]
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The diagram shows the curvesy = e2x−3 andy = 2 lnx. Whenx = a the tangents to the curves are
parallel.

(i) Show thata satisfies the equationa = 1
2�3− ln a�. [3]

(ii) Verify by calculation that this equation has a root between 1and 2. [2]

(iii) Use the iterative formulaan+1 = 1
2�3− ln an� to calculatea correct to 2 decimal places, showing

the result of each iteration to 4 decimal places. [3]
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7 The complex numberÏ is defined byÏ = a + ib, wherea andb are real. The complex conjugate ofÏ
is denoted byÏ*.

(i) Show that�Ï �2 = ÏÏ* and that�Ï − ki�* = Ï* + ki, wherek is real. [2]

In an Argand diagram a set of points representing complex numbersÏ is defined by the equation
�Ï − 10i� = 2�Ï − 4i �.

(ii) Show, by squaring both sides, that

ÏÏ* − 2iÏ* + 2iÏ − 12= 0.

Hence show that�Ï − 2i � = 4. [5]

(iii) Describe the set of points geometrically. [1]

8 The variablesx andt satisfy the differential equation

t
dx
dt

= k − x3

2x2 ,

for t > 0, wherek is a constant. Whent = 1, x = 1 and whent = 4, x = 2.

(i) Solve the differential equation, finding the value ofk and obtaining an expression forx in terms
of t. [9]

(ii) State what happens to the value ofx ast becomes large. [1]
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The diagram shows the curvey = sin22x cosx for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
20, and its maximum pointM.

(i) Find thex-coordinate ofM. [6]

(ii) Using the substitutionu = sinx, find by integration the area of the shaded region bounded by the
curve and thex-axis. [4]

10 The linel has equationr = i + j + k + ,�ai + 2j + k�, wherea is a constant. The planep has equation
x + 2y + 2Ï = 6. Find the value or values ofa in each of the following cases.

(i) The linel is parallel to the planep. [2]

(ii) The line l intersects the line passing through the points with position vectors 3i + 2j + k and
i + j − k. [4]

(iii) The acute angle between the linel and the planep is tan−1 2. [5]
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